We construct quantum evolution operators on the space of states, that realize the metaplectic representation of the modular group SL(2, Z 2 n ). This representation acts in a natural way on the coordinates of the non-commutative 2-torus, T 2 2 n and thus is relevant for noncommutative field theories as well as theories of quantum space-time. The larger class of operators, thus defined, may be useful for the more efficient realization of new quantum algorithms. *
quantum information processing; but also to realize that it constitutes just a special case, that is by no means singular.
Let us start by recalling the consistent quantization of linear symplectomorphisms It is possible to find, for every N, operators J r,s that generate the Heisenberg-Weyl group and are given by J r,s = ω r·s/2 P r Q s where QP = ωP Q and ω = exp(2πi/N). In the basis where
We want to construct a unitary operator, U(A) that satisfies two requirements:
• It realize the metaplectic representation, i.e.
for all values of k, l = 0, . . . , N −1 and all values of the "classical" phase space (r, s).
• It realize a group representation: for any two A, B ∈ SL(2,
We shall start from the decomposition of the "classical"matrix
and build up the operator U(A) from the corresponding "building blocks"
which should satisfy the previous two requirements. We already note that this construction imposes the constraint that d be an odd number, in order that d −1 mod 2 n exist. is a (right) translation in phase space with parameter x = bd −1 and corresponds to the motion of a free particle. This leads us to write
with C to be determined. It is easy to check that this Ansatz satisfies both properties under the condition that C = −1/2, which is the only value compatible with the metaplectic property. This means that x must be an even number, since 1/2 mod 2 n doesn't exist. The translation opeator thus constructed has, however, a problem with periodicity.
which must be addressed, since the phase space is a torus. The remedy is to define the operator
This operator has the property that
Therefore the operators
are projectors on the "even" and "odd" sublattices respectively. The M operator, furthermore, anticommutes with P :
This implies that M commutes with J 2r,2s . If we thus define the "twisted" translation operators
then we may check that these also constitute a metaplectic representation on the "even" sublattice, since
Furthermore, periodicity is, now, manifest:
The (left) translation operator may be constructed from the right translation operator through the identity
and the expression for the unitary operator that realizes the discrete Fourier transform
The classical motion described by the diagonal matrix
is a dilatation. We make the following Ansatz for the corresponding unitary operator
It is equally straightforward to verify that it satisfies the group property and the metaplectic property. It is worth noting that this is a permutation operator and may be used to construct non-commutative solitons [13] .
We thus obtain the matrix elements for the left translation operator
This operator has, however, the same periodicity problem as the (naïve) right translation operator! The remedy to this is to use T + (x) instead of ω −xk 2 /2 δ k,l in the previous expression. This amounts to multiplying the above expression by the projector (1 + (−1) m )/2. The expression for the left translation operator thus becomes
and it obviously has the metaplectic property since all three of its factors have it. It also has the correct periodicity properties, by virtue of the presence of the appropriate projector. It should, however, be stressed that the classical phase space is "thinned" out by a factor of 2, since the points are indexed as (2r, 2s) instead of simply (r, s).
The left translation operator thus obtained is a generalized Gauß sum,
that reduces to the usual Gauß sum, σ n (p) [14] , for q = 0. The usual Gauß sum, σ n (p), has the value
where (−2 n |p) is the Jacobi symbol [14] (equal to 1 if −2 n is a quadratic residue mod p and −1 otherwise) and ε(p) is equal to 1 if p ≡ 1 mod 4 and i if p ≡ 3 mod 4. The result is summarized in the following table:
Including the projector leads to computing the sum
We may now finish the calculation of the matrix elements for the evolution operator, when a and d are odd and b and c are even:
The case, when a and d are both even and b and c are both odd may be related to this one through the observation even odd odd even = odd
Thus, if we define
then we may deduce that this evolution operator has the metaplectic property, since
The set of elements of SL(2, Z 2 n ) of the form odd even even odd forms a normal subgroup. Together with the set of elements even odd odd even it generates a bigger subgroup of SL(2, Z 2 n ), which we may call H. In this paper we have constructed the metaplectic representation of H and have shown that it may be written in terms of the Fourier transform, the two translation operators and the dilatation operator.
On the other hand, classical symplectomorphisms of the form odd odd odd even cannot be quantized in the same way. It is intriguing that the cube of any such element belongs to H and can be consistently quantized by the procedure we have presented.
